HIGHLIGHTS OF BRITISH SCIENCE

‘Britain has a great tradition in natural science. From the time of the so-called scientific revolution of the mid-seventeenth century with the foundation of the Royal Society at the heart of it, British scientists have been in the forefront of advances not merely in fundamental science but also in its application to the practical problems of everyday life. Science, of course, knows no national boundaries and it owes much of its progress and vitality to the free exchange of information and ideas between scientists in all countries. It is nevertheless true that, for a variety of reasons, some countries, of which Britain is one, have made contributions out of all proportion to their physical size and population. Today we are in the midst of a worldwide economic recession which has indeed affected Britain more severely than some other highly industrialized nations. Since economic progress and with it our living standards depend nowadays almost entirely on advances in science and in technology based upon it, it is perhaps not surprising that some members of the public should wonder whether we have fallen behind other nations and whether our expenditure on science and scientific research is being misdirected. Nothing could be further from the truth. Our record during the past twenty-five years is an enviable one and our scientific research is vigorous as ever, flushed with success and full of promise. Britain has made and continues to make outstanding contributions in many and diverse fields of science. Some of these are set out in this book and it is my hope that its contents will not only stimulate appreciation of some highlights in British science but will indicate also its promise for the future.’

Extract from Lord Todd’s Preface
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Genetics of the Cell Surface

The surface of a cell is one of its most important components through which it can communicate with the outside environment, and with other cells. The aim of this volume is to illustrate the contributions made by genetics to the understanding of some important cell surface phenomena.

The first series of four contributions deals with a variety of examples of cell surface genetics from bacteria through to man. The genetics of the bacterial surface provides an interesting model for higher organisms, including problems of transport and cellular interaction. The red cell blood groups, which provided the first example of a clearly defined genetic difference on any cell surface, were also the first such variations whose biochemical basis was clearly established. The remarkable cell surface variants of the trypanosomes must have a genetic basis, whose nature remains a challenge to the molecular geneticist. The last of these four contributions deals with plant incompatibility systems, whose physiology has long suggested mechanisms involving some form of surface recognition, a problem which has only recently been tackled at the molecular level.

The second set of four contributions concentrates on the functions, genetics, and biochemistry of the major histocompatibility systems of mouse (H-2) and man (HLA). These systems, which have their counterparts in many other species, are now known to encompass a large number of genes controlling cell surface determinants, immune response differences and components of the complement system. No other cell surface system of any higher organism yet provides such a good example of the interplay between genetic, functional and biochemical analysis.
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Agricultural Efficiency

British agriculture has achieved much and made highly significant progress during the last 30 years, particularly with regard to increased productivity and markedly greater contributions to national requirements. All this has been achieved by some radical changes in the industry, by effectively applying new scientific and technological knowledge, and by successfully utilizing new or improved basic inputs resulting from intensive research and efficient advisory services.

In this context, and considering the pace of change and development and the impact of membership of the E.E.C., a Royal Society Discussion Meeting was held on 17 and 18 November 1976 under the title of *The management of inputs for yet greater agricultural yield and efficiency* to assess the present and consider the future in relation to input management for further increase in yield and efficiency at farm level.

This book comprises the papers presented at the meeting, and covers such topics as decision making on crop and stock practices and enterprises, and on governmental policy, strategy and action. These are all basically determined by the fundamental input resources of climate, soil and energy, coupled with plant and animal resources. Continued improvement in input management depends greatly on scientific and technological advances applied effectively to production, utilization and processing of the primary products.

First published in *Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, Series B. Vol. 281. No. 980*
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